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Abstract. The impact of airplane landings on runway structures is directly related 

to aviation safety and runway service life. The current study primarily employs a 

simplified treatment for the collision of an airplane landing on a runway, and the 

simulation accuracy is inadequate. For this reason, this study applies the master-

slave contact search technique to contact and collision problems using a nonlinear 

finite element multi-object dynamic model, and explores the influence on runway 

structure and ultimate bearing capacity by modeling aircraft landings with varied 

loads. The findings show that when the landing gear load capacity exceeds 350 

t, the runway concrete layer experiences considerable damage and shear frac-

tures. 
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The impact of aircraft landing on runway structures is directly related to aviation safety 
and runway service life[1]. With the increasing size and load of aircraft, the impact force 
on the runway during landing increases, putting higher demands on the design and bear-
ing capacity of the runway structure, necessitating research into the impact of aircraft 
landing on the runway structure. 

The impact of an airplane landing on a runway structure is a complicated dynamic 
problem. Due to the difficulties in carrying out the study of aircraft landing road dy-
namic loads in the field measurement, most of the studies are limited to the simulation 
data modeling, but often simplified to deal with the contact and collision between the 
aircraft and the runway structure, the absence of noise signals, and the landing charac-
teristics of the aircraft is not comprehensive enough, the simulation and analysis of the 
aircraft landing state is limited[2-4], such as Cui et al. [5-6] used a simplified aircraft-
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ground kinematics model, which ignores the nonlinear characteristics of the aircraft 
cushioning system and involves the solution of complex differential equations, and is 
unable to fully account for the complexity of the aircraft's motion, so the simulation of 
the aircraft's landing state is somewhat deficient. The current research on airplane land-
ing is primarily concerned with the dynamic load characteristics of the road surface and 
their affecting elements, such as Cui et al. [5-6] conducted an analytical study on the 
landing gear and roadway dynamic load characteristics during the landing process, and 
discovered that the aircraft sinking speed has the most significant effect on the roadway 
load, and the sensitivity of the front landing gear to the roadway dynamic load coeffi-
cients to the pitch angle is higher than that of the main landing gear. Liang et al. [7-8] 
conducted a simplified simulation analysis of an aircraft landing runway surface based 
on constant lift, utilizing a military aircraft as an object, and discovered that runway 
flatness is the most important element influencing dynamic loads in aircraft landing 
skidding. Sivakumar et al. [9-10] and Toloei et al. [11] used numerical simulation to inves-
tigate the effect of large aircraft landings on runway structure, and discovered that the 
vibration level of aircraft ground motion increases significantly as runway flatness de-
creases, and that the active landing gear system can reduce the dynamic response of the 
aircraft landing, while there is a relative lack of research on the effect on runway struc-
ture and load carrying capacity. 

This paper employs the nonlinear finite element dynamic model to simulate the col-
lision and friction problems, taking into account the nonlinear characteristics of aircraft 
landing, the simulation and analysis of the aircraft landing state is more realistic and 
comprehensive; and discusses the impact of aircraft landing on the runway structure 
and provides the runway limit load analysis, which is complementary to the current 
research and can provide a certain reference for the runway design. 

2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT 
LANDING 

Given the nonlinearity of the aircraft landing collision and friction problem, this study 
proposes a collision and friction finite element algorithm based on the master-slave 
contact search, which employs a nonlinear finite element method that takes into account 
loads, boundary conditions, and material nonlinearities. 

2.1 Collision Simulation 

The collision of an airplane with a runway during landing is a highly nonlinear and 
complex problem. Certain boundary conditions are unknown prior to the solution and 
these conditions change over time. In the kinetic analysis, this can be simplified to the 
situation in Figure 1 where two objects are in contact with each other. Taking object A 
as the master and object B as the slave, and using A  and B  to denote the current 

configurations of the two objects, AS  and BS  to denote the boundaries of the two 
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objects, and CS  to denote the interface of the two objects when they are in contact, 
then C A BS S S= ∩ . 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of object contact 

A local coordinate system is established at any point on the contact interface at any 
moment in time, usually chosen to be established on the contact area of the primary 
control body. In the figure, A

1e , A
2e , A

3e  denote unit vectors, A
1e , A

2e  are located in 

the tangent plane of the interface, A
3e  is perpendicular to the CS  interface and points 

to the direction of its outer normal, A
3e  is the unit normal vector An  of the CS , and 

the relationship between them is: 

 3 1 2
A A A A  n e e e  (1) 

For two objects in contact with each other, it is necessary to satisfy that no intrusion 
or overlap occurs during motion. For the non-intrusiveness condition can be expressed 
in mathematical language as: 

 A 0  BΩ  (2) 

In practical analysis, the distance g  between the contact points of two objects is 
commonly used. This is shown in Figure 2 below: 

 

Fig. 2. Contact pairs and distances between pairs of points 

Assuming that there is a point P on object A and that the closest point to point P on 
object B at time t is Q, the distance between points P and Q is: 

  A A B A B
P P P Pg g x ,t x x min x x      (3) 

where A
Px  is the coordinate of the contact point P on the object AS  at moment t, 

and Bx  denotes the coordinate of any point on the object BS . When BS  is a smooth 

surface, g  should be along the direction of Bn . Therefore, the inviscidity condition 
can be expressed as follows: 

    , 0A A B B
N P P P Qg g t g    x x x n  (4) 
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where the subscript of Ng  indicates that the distance is measured along the normal 

direction B
Qn . When 0Ng ＞  indicates that point P is separated from the BS  surface, 

and when 0Ng  indicates that point P is in contact with the BS  surface. 
From momentum balance, it is clear that on two contact surfaces in contact with each 

other, the combined force on the contact surfaces is zero, i.e.: 

 0A B F F  (5) 

where AF  is the contact surface force of object A and BF  is the contact surface 
force of object B.  

According to Cauchy's theorem, the contact surface forces on the surfaces of two 
objects are: 

 
A A A

B B B
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where A
NF  and B

NF  are the contact surface forces on the contact surface in the nor-
mal direction components. It is known from momentum balance: 

 0A B
N N F F  (7) 

Neglecting the adhesion between the contact surfaces, the normal surface for should 
be satisfied: 

    , , 0A B
N N Nx t x t   F F F  (8) 

In the tangent direction should be satisfied: 

 A B
T T  0F F  (9) 

where A A A A
T N  nF F F  and B B B B

T N  nF F F . 

2.2 Type of Friction 

If the friction between the contact surfaces is not negligible, the Cullen friction model 
is commonly employed in engineering applications. In this model, the tangential fric-

tion as A
TF  cannot exceed the limiting value A

N F , i.e. 

     0.52 2

1 2
A A A A
N N  F F F F  (10) 

where   is the coefficient of friction, A
TF  is the tangential friction (contact 

force), and A
NF  is the normal contact force. When A A

T NF F , there is no relative 
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sliding between the contact surfaces, at this time the friction between the two for static 

friction; when A A
T NF F , there is relative sliding between the contact surfaces, at 

this time the friction between the two for kinetic friction. It can be expressed in a math-
ematical expression as: 

 
0,

0,

A B A A
T T T N

T A B A A
T T T N

v v
v

v v





    
   

F F

F F
 (11) 

where Tv  denotes the sliding speed of the slave contact point in the contact point 
pair relative to the master contact point along the contact surface. 

2.3 Balanced Master-slave Algorithms 

The search for contact points is the key to reliable analysis results, with the workload 
approaching 40 to 50 percent of the entire calculation process. In this paper, the bal-
anced master-slave algorithm is used as shown in Figure 3. This algorithm belongs to 
the global search method, which is one of the most popular global search algorithms. It 
searches all of the nodes on the master contact surface for the one closest to the nodes 
on the slave contact surface. Compared to the simple master-slave search algorithm, the 
balanced master-slave algorithm employs two simple master-slave algorithms. After 
the first simple master-slave algorithm is completed, the master and slave surfaces are 
exchanged, followed by the second simple master-slave algorithm, and finally the result 
is obtained from the weighted average of the two calculations, which is more accurate. 

 

Fig. 3. Master-slave algorithm 

The contact problem solution can be understood as solving for the displacement field 
in the region such that the potential energy of the system is minimized within the con-
straints of the boundary conditions. The contact constraint algorithm works by solving 
the constrained optimization issue by appropriately addressing the contact boundary 
conditions, so changing it into an unconstrained optimization problem. Introducing a 
potential energy generalization for the contact surface constraints, a generalization of 
the following form can be constructed: 

 π U -W +G  (12) 

where U  denotes the strain energy, W  denotes the external work, and G  denotes 
the constraint term corresponding to the constraint. Thus, the solution of the contact 
problem corresponds to the mechanism condition of the above-mentioned generalized 
function: 
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 0δ δU δW δG      (13) 

The penalty function does not increase the degrees of freedom of the equations, 
which is compatible with the explicit integration algorithm for solving contact problems 
with inertia terms; and its coefficient matrix for solving the equations is kept positive 
definite, avoiding the problems caused by the coefficient matrix's non-positive charac-
ter. 

3 RUNWAY NUMERICAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

In this paper, Comsol Multiphysics is used to solve the above equations. Aircraft land-
ing gear bears all of the loads generated by the aircraft's contact with the ground, and 
C60 concrete is one of the most popular varieties used today for airport runways. There-
fore, during the numerical simulation and analysis, we simplify the simulation problem: 
for the aircraft model, only the landing gear rollers in contact with the runway are con-
sidered; for the runway, the concrete layer on the surface (with a grade of C60) as well 
as the cement-stabilized gravel base layer underneath are considered, and the ground 
surface is simplified as a plane-strain problem. 

The aircraft landing gear tires are 0.68 meters in diameter and the runway concrete 
layer is 30 cm thick. The mechanical parameters used for the calculation are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Table of parameters for numerical calculations 

Coefficient of surface fric-
tion 

0.52 Concrete layer density 2360 kg/m3 

Modulus of elasticity of con-
crete layer 

3.6e10 Pa 
Modulus of elasticity of 

wheel 
2e8 Pa 

Concrete carrying bending 
and tensile strength 

5e6 Pa 
Shear strength of concrete 

layers 
6e6 Pa 

Modulus of elasticity of sta-
bilized cement aggregates 

4.25e9 Pa Poisson's ratio 0.21 

Both the runway and the tire surfaces are free surfaces, and they make contact using 
a generalized function approach. Gradually raise the aircraft's weight to simulate the 
runway's reaction law under various loading situations, as well as analyze the runway's 
damage distribution under extreme loads. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 depicts the calculation results for runway loading under simulation conditions 
of 100 t aircraft weight and 33.3 t tire loading. The results show that the maximum 
stress of the landing gear on the ground is 2×108 Pa, resulting in a maximum displace-
ment of the pavement of 1.27×10-4 m and an impact area of approximately 10 cm. The 
lower gravel layer is unaffected by surface displacement, whereas the shear stress is 
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9×107 Pa. The concrete layer has a 2 cm deep damage zone, but the pavement remains 
stable under this bearing condition. 

 

Fig. 4. Calculation results of runway loading for an aircraft weight of 100 t and a tire load of 
33.3 t 

Simultaneously, this work performed simulation analyses for aircraft weights of 50 
t, 150 t, 200 t, and 260 t, with the sensitivity analysis curve displayed in Figure 5. From 
the results, except for runway shear stress, the greatest stress on the ground from the 
landing gear, the maximum displacement of the pavement generated, and the range of 
influence all increase as aircraft weight increases. When the airplane weighs 150t, a 
damage zone of around 4m deep occurs in the concrete layer; when the airplane weighs 
350t, a damage zone of 17cm deep appears in the concrete layer. Although the thickness 
of the loss layer did not exceed 30 cm, the damage area expanded, and the pavement's 
stability deteriorated. When the weight of the airplane is 200 t and 260 t, the depth of 
the damage zone and the influence range of the concrete layer are basically the same, 
and the load response of the two is close. 

 

Fig. 5. Response pattern of runway under different loading conditions 
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5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the load-bearing response of an airplane runway is analyzed by using the 
principle of multi-object dynamics, and the following conclusions can be obtained: 

(1) This work comprehensively investigates the impact of aircraft landing on runway 
structure and limit load using a nonlinear finite element dynamic model and a contact-
collision simulation method, providing a reference basis for runway design and mainte-
nance. 

(2) When the landing gear tire load capacity surpasses 33t, the runway concrete sur-
face develops a damage zone about 2cm thick; when the load capacity exceeds 350t, 
the damage zone expands and shear fracture may occur. Overall, the range of influence 
of the landing gear on the pavement is less than 20 cm, and the maximum displacement 
caused is less than 0.4 mm, which will not affect the stability of the lower gravel layer 
for the time being. 

(3) The numerical simulation of airplane landings fails to account for aerodynamic 
change characteristics, among other things. In the future, we can continue to fine-tune 
the simulation of airplane landing for specific models, as well as expand our research 
into the impact of aircraft landing on additional structures such as runway bridges and 
taxiways. 
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